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G. Lallement [4] has shown that the lattice of congruences, A(S), on a completely 0-
simple semigroup S is semimodular, thus improving G. B. Preston's result [5] that such a lattice
satisfies the Jordan-Dedekind chain condition. More recently, J. M. Howie [2] has given a
new and more simple proof of Lallement's result using work due to Tamura [9]. The purpose
of this note is to extend the semimodularity result to primitive regular semigroups, to establish
a theorem relating certain congruence and quotient lattices, and to provide a theorem for
congruences on any regular semigroup.

1. Preliminaries. If a and b are elements of a lattice L, then a is said to cover b (a>-b)
provided that a > b and a^c^b implies that a = c or b = c. The lattice L is called semi-
modular if, whenever x,y>- x A y, then x vy>- x,y.

According to Rees [7], every completely 0-simple semigroup is isomorphic to what
Clifford and Preston [1] call a Rees / x A matrix semigroup J(°[G, I, A, P] over a group-
with-zero G° with regular sandwich matrix P. The condition of regularity on the A x /
matrix P = (pXi) over G° is that each row and each column of P contains some nonzero entry.

If S = Jt°[G, I, A, P] is a completely 0-simple semigroup, then the relation

e7 = {(i,j)el x / : pXi = 0 if and only if pXJ = 0}

is an equivalence relation on /, as is eA, which is defined on A in an analogous way. If e is the
identity of G, the matrix P is called normal provided that ieJ implies that there exists Ae A
such that /^, — Pxj — e f° r each ye /such that (/,y)ee7, and similarly AeA implies that there
exists 16/ such that/?A( = plil = e for each neA such that (A, ̂ )eeA. Tamura [9] has shown
that any completely 0-simple semigroup is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semigroup Jl°[G, I, A, P]
in which P is normal. Henceforth, it is assumed that P is normal.

A triple (N, ph pA) in which N is a normal subgroup of G and p7, pA are equivalence
relations on / and A, respectively, such that pt £ e7 and pA s £A, is called linked provided that

(i) (i, fie pi and pXi * 0 imply pxipx/eN,
(ii) (A, n)epA and pXi # 0 imply Pi.,p~,leN.

Tamura [9] has shown that there is a map *P from the set of linked triples into the set of
nontrivial (not universal) congruences on 5, defined by ((a, i, A), (b,j,n))e^(N,pupA) if
and only if ab~l eN, (i,j)epi, (k,n)epA. Moreover, there is a map Q from the set of non-
trivial congruences on S into the set of linked triples, defined by il(p) = (N, pIt pA), where

(i) ab~xeN\f and only if there exist /,ye/and A, [ieA such that ({a,i,X),{b,j,n))ep,
(ii) (i,j)ep, if and only if there exist a,beG and A,/ieA such that ((a,i,A),(b,j,n))ep,
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(iii) (A,//)epA if and only if there exist a,beG and ijel such that ((a,i,X),(b,j,n))ep.

Since *F and Cl are mutually inverse, *F is a bijection of the set of linked triples onto the
set of nontrivial congruences. The congruence *F(N, pIy pA) is denoted by [N, pIt pA].

Howie [2] has shown in his note that, if p = [N, p,, pA] and a = [M, <rh <rA] are con-
gruences on S, then

p e n if and only if M £ N, p, £ a,, pA £ <JA.

If S is any regular semigroup, the relation 0 = {(p,a)e A(S) x A(S):p | £ = <x | £} , where
£ is the set of idempotents of S, is such that each 9 class is a complete modular sublattice of
A(S) [8].

2. A congruence for congruences on a regular semigroup. If S is an inverse semigroup,
then the relation 9 defined above on A(S) is a complete congruence on A(S) in the sense that 9
is a congruence, A(S)/0 is a complete lattice, and 6$: A(S) -+ A(S)/0 is a complete lattice homo-
morphism [8]. This section will show that this result is true for regular semigroups.

LEMMA 2.1. Let S be a regular semigroup and a,xe A(5) such that a separates idempotents.
Then (CTV T,T)G0.

Proof. First consider the relation h = {(a, b)eS x S:(ai:,bz)eJiC}. Then /i is an equi-
valence relation on S and a routine check will reveal that JP, x £ h. To see that h \ E £ T | E,
let ( e , / ) e / ; | £. Then {ex,fx)e3^ and so ex^fx since ^f separates idempotents in S/T.
Hence (e,f)ex\Eand so x\E = /; |E.

Now <r separates idempotents and so a £ ^f [3, Theorem 2.3]. Consequently

x C f f v t g i ' v T E A and so T | E C (ff v T) | E £ A | E = x \ E,

which implies that {a v T, T) e 0.

THEOREM 2.2. 7/"S K a regular semigroup, the relation 9 is a complete congruence on A(S).

Proof. To show that 9 is a complete congruence on A(S), it is sufficient to show that, if
(Pi, ff,-)e0 for each ieJ, an index set, then both (Vp,-, V<Ti)i6j and (Qp,-, n*7' ')^./ belong
to 0. The latter is established by [8, Theorem 5.1].

First, to see that 0 is a congruence on A(S), suppose that (p, <r) e 0 and x e A(S). Let
X = f] {neA{S):rjep9 = oO). Then p\X, o\X and (T V X)jX all belong to A(5/A) and, further-
more, pjX and c;/A separate idempotents in the regular semigroup SjL Hence

(pIX v (T v X)/X, o\X v (T v X)/X) = ((p v T)/A, (a v x)/X) e 0S/A

by Lemma 2.1. Hence (p v x, a v T) e 0.

Finally, to see that 0 is complete, assume that (p(, <rf)e0 for each i e / and (e , / )e (Vpj) I £•
\ieJ I

Then there exist xx, x2>.. -,xneS and iu.. . , / n + 1 e / s u c h that (e, x ^ e p , , , (xu x2)epil,...,
(xn,f)epin+l. Then
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C+i \ / \

Vff0)|£s( Vff,]|£.
= 1 / \ieJ

Symmetrically,
/ \ / \

S and so (Vpi,

3. Completely 0-simple and primitive regular semigroups.

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that p = [N, pu pA] and a = [M, <rIt aA] are nontrivial congruences
on a completely 0-simple semigroup S = J(°[G, I, A, P]. Then (p, <r)e6 if and only if pj = a,
and pA = <7A.

Proof. Assume that (p, <x)e0 and that (i,j)epr Then there exists AeA such that
Pxi^O a n d h e n c e , s ince (N, p I t p A ) is a l i n k e d t r i p l e , ((pu1, i, X),(j>ijX,j, X))ep\E= a\E
and so (i,j)e<Tt. Thus p7 £ <x7 and similarly aI £ p7. Thus pj = <77 and similarly pA = <rA.

Conversely, if p7 = a, and pA = CTA, suppose that ((pj,1 , /, A), (p^/.y, /x))ep | E. Then
(>J)ePi = °i and (A, /z)epA = «7A. Hence puPx/eM and pXJp~jleM, since (M, 07, CTA) is
linked. Thuspa ip,7/eMand soCCpj;1, /, A),(p^/,7, A^))etr j£". T h u s p | £ S a|£. Similarly,
<T I £ s p IE and so (p, a) e 9.

If S is any regular semigroup, S is called 9-reduced provided that each 8 class is a singleton.
A congruence peA(S) is called a 9-reduced congruence provided that S/p is 0s/p-reduced.

THEOREM 3.2. Let S = S° be a completely 0-simple semigroup. Then p. (where \i is the
maximum idempotent separating congruence on S) is 9-reduced. Hence the natural map of
A(5//i) onto A(S)/9 is a complete lattice isomorphism.

Proof. Since the identity congruence on 5 is [{1}, ih iA], where i, and iA are the identity
equivalence relations on / and A, then /i = [G, iIt iA] by Lemma 3.1. Thus the basic group of
Sly. is {1}. Consequently no two distinct congruences on Sjn are 0s/>1-equivalent and so Sln
is 0s/;i-reduced. Since 9 is a congruence on A(S), it follows that p. £ V {oeA(S):oep9} for
each p e A(S). Let (p, o)eB with p = [iV, T7, TA] and a = [M, T7, TA]. If, in addition, p. £ p,o,
then N — M = G and so p = a. Thus p/fi —• p9 is a complete lattice isomorphism of A(S//i)
onto A(S)/0.

THEOREM 3.3. Le/ S = S° be a primitive regular semigroup. Then A(S) is semimodular.
Further, p. is 9-reduced and so A(S/p.) and A(S)/0 are completely lattice isomorphic.

Proof. By [6, Theorem 1], 5 is a 0-direct union of completely 0-simple subsemigroups
{St: / G / } . That is, 5 is the O-disjoint union of {St: ie 1} and S, Sj = {0} if i # j . From this it
follows that p -» n (p IS,) is an order preserving bijection of A(S) onto II A(5,). Thus A(5)

is semimodular since semimodularity is preserved by direct products. Further, (p, a)e9s if
and only if (p | Sh a \ S,)eOSl for each iel. Hence

P = {(x>y)eS x S : (x, ^)epj for some iel},

where p., is the maximum idempotent separating congruence on Sh and so p. is 0-reduced.
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